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Abstract

Background: In spite of a high occurrence of Hepatitis Delta in the province of Sindh in Pakistan, no genetic study
of Hepatitis Delta virus (HDV) isolates from this region was carried out. The aim of this study is to analyze the
genetic proximity within local HDV strains, and relationship with other clades of HDV, using phylogenetic analysis.

Results: Phylogenetic analysis of nucleotide sequences of the Hepatitis Delta Antigen (HDAg) R0 region obtained
in this study, showed considerable diversity among the local strains with a potential subgroup formation within
clade I. The multiple sequence alignment of predicted amino acids within clade I showed many uncommon amino
acid substitutions within some conserved regions that are crucial for replication and assembly of HDV.

Conclusions: The studied strains showed a range of genetic diversity within HDV clade I. There is clustering of
sequences into more than one group, along with formation of potential subgroup within clade I. Clustering shows
the genetic closeness of strains and indicates a common origin of spread of HDV infection. Further phylogeny-
based studies may provide more information about subgroup formation within clade I and may be used as an
effective tool in checking and/or preventing the spread of hepatitis D virus infection in this region.
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Background
Hepatitis, the inflammation of liver can be caused by
variety of viruses such as Hepatitis A, B, C, D and E
viruses. Among these some are food borne, while some
are transmitted only through contaminated blood and
blood products [1].
Hepatitis D virus (HDV) or Delta was first identified

as an antigen in liver biopsies of chronic hepatitis B
infected patients. This antigen was named as Delta anti-
gen that required mandatory existence of Hepatitis B
virus (HBV). The source of this antigen was later identi-
fied as a RNA virus that was a satellite virus of HBV.
Coexistence of HDV with HBV increases the rate of cir-
rhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma many folds as com-
pared to hepatitis B alone. HDV has two modes of
infection, co-infection or a super infection [2,3].
Hepatitis delta virus (HDV) is the smallest RNA satel-

lite virus identified to date consisting of 1700 nucleo-
tides [4,5]. The HDV RNA genome is divided into two
regions; a viroid-like conserved region that is infectious
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and does not encode any protein while the other part of
genome codes for the only known functional protein
called the Hepatitis Delta Antigen (HDAg). HDAg is
known to exist in two essential forms [4,5], the smaller
S-HDAg (195 a.a; 24KDa) and the larger L-HDAg (214a.
a; 27KDa). These two proteins are encoded by a single
gene with the larger protein arising as a result of exten-
sion of the coding sequence due to RNA editing at the
amber/W site of HDV antigenomic RNA [4,6,7].
The HDV RNA from nucleotide 900 to 1260 bp (cor-

responding to amino acids 111-214 of HDAg) encom-
passes several important functional elements and has
been used to explore genetic diversity among Hepatitis
D Virus [5,8]. This includes one of the two RNA binding
domain comprising Arginine Rich Motif (ARM) extend-
ing from amino acid position138-145, and its facilitating
region Helix loop helix motif (HLH) from 111-137
amino acids. The Glycine-proline rich region (coiled-coil
motif ), is a characteristic feature of transcriptional fac-
tors and facilitates greatly in formation of HDAg–RNA
complex [8,9]. The amino acids at C-terminal position
of S-HDAg carry the epitope region which has a highly
conserved GAPGGG domain which acts as a effective
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immunogenic domain in humans [10]. Other features
include a crucial Serine-177 phosphorylation site that is
indispensible for HDV RNA replication and editing pro-
cess [9]. An essential nuclear export signal (NES) region
extends from amino acids 198-210 [11]. Within the
NES, exists a clathrin box-binding domain from amino
acids 199–203 which is responsible for clathrin-
mediated endocytosis of HDV-RNA complex from
nucleus to cytoplasm of infected hepatocytes. The
amber/W-196 residue is indicated as the site for RNA
editing that leads to formation of L-HDAg which inhi-
bits HDV RNA replication and initiates viral assembly
[7]. An isoprenylation site corresponding to C-terminal
19 amino acids of L-HDAg, undergoes farnesylation via
Cystein-211, allowing export of L-HDAg to cytoplasm
[9]. In the cytoplasm, the L-HDAg interacts with Hepati-
tis B surface antigen (HBsAg) in the form of clathrin-
mediated vesicles at the endoplasmic reticulum, result-
ing in HDV virion maturation [11].
HDV genome is reported to undergo a higher range of

genetic variability among all other RNA viruses. Pre-
viously, the genetic variability of HDV was based on the
Restriction-Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) of
the R0 region of HDAg which assigned the viruses into
genotypes I, II and III, while phylogenetic analysis allo-
cates the HDV viruses to eight groups or clades (I to VIII)
[5]. The heterogeneity in nucleotide sequence of the R0
region (delta antigen-coding region in the antigenomic
strand of HDV RNA) is less than 14 to 15.7% among dif-
ferent isolates of the same genotypes, while between gen-
otypes the heterogeneity ranges from 19 to 38%. About
30% divergence is observed in the amino acid sequences
from different genotypes [12]. HDV genotype III (clade-3)
is the most divergent group among HDV isolates [12,13].
Genotype I includes most of the European, North

American, African and some Asian HDV isolates. Geno-
type II has been found in Japan and Taiwan, while geno-
type III has been found exclusively in South America.
HDV genotype I-associated disease patterns are highly
variable, ranging from severe to mild. Genotype II has
been found only in East Asia and has been suggested to
be associated with a milder disease course. Genotype III
is particularly severe and results into fulminant hepatitis
[2,14].
Hepatitis B and Hepatitis D dual infection is one of

the serious viral health problem in Pakistan specifically
in the province of Sindh where its incidence rate has
reached up to about 67% [15]. The main cause of this
spread is the unrestricted use of infected syringes and
razor blades [14,16].
Even with such a high prevalence rate of HDV in this

region, to the best of our knowledge, no phylogenetic-
based study has been carried out on the predominant
HDV isolates of Pakistan.
The aim of this study is to perform a preliminary ana-
lysis of the genetic relatedness of predominant Pakistani
HDV isolates, to strains reported from different coun-
tries, assigned into the eight clades. The study will help
greatly in identifying the variants present in our popula-
tion and help in understanding the origin and spread of
HDV infection in Sindh, Pakistan.

Results
HDV isolates from patients diagnosed with chronic
HDV were analyzed at the genetic level to determine the
evolutionary relatedness of Pakistan HDV isolates to the
reported strains of different countries and clades. This
study was expected to identify new genetic variants that
may exist in the local HDV strain.

RFLP analysis
Nested PCR amplified DNA digested with restriction
enzyme SmaI produced two bands of 179 and 250 bp,
demonstrating that all samples belonged to genotype I
[5,17]. A representative sample of the digests is shown in
(Figure 1).

Phylogenetic analysis
The phylogenetic tree constructed by using the Maxi-
mum Likelihood method based on the GTR+G model
is shown in Figure 2, and Bayesian method is shown in
Figure 3.
The phylogenetic analysis of C-terminal part of L-

HDAg of isolates from this study places all our isolates
within the largest clade I of HDV with a significant boot-
strap confidence value of 92% (ML) and posterior prob-
ability 100% (BEAST v1.7.2). This observation supports
our PCR-RFLP results (Figure 1), where all isolates
screened produced the DNA digest bands that are indi-
cative of genotype I [5,17].
Further observations have revealed that isolates with

accession number JN798541, JN798544, JN798545,
JN798537, JN798546, JN798535, JN798549, JN798539
and JN798551 (designated as Pak. isolates group A) are
closely clustered with a higher bootstrap value of 67%
(ML) and posterior probability 99% (BEAST v1.7.2),
indicating the existence of a potential subgroup within
clade I. Other isolates are showing association with some
geographically distant isolates: JN798538 and JN798552
are closer in the tree to an isolate from Mongolia
(M58629), JN798530 lies close to sequences from China
and Japan and sequence JN 798533 is in proximity to
sequences from the Middle East (Figure 2 and Figure 3).
Majority of our isolates including the potential sub-

group Pak. group A, seem closer to the isolate from US
on both phylogenetic trees. Outside Pak. group A, most
of our isolates are forming two clusters but with lower
bootstrap values.



Figure 1 HDV genotype characterization by RFLP of amplified R0 region for some strains of HDV isolated from serum of HDV patients.
The SmaI digest produced bands of 179 and 250 bp indicating genotype I. The SmaI site is present in the immunogenic region corresponding to
nucleotides base pair 1066–1073 of HDAg.
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Amino acid sequence analysis
The predicted amino acid sequence (111–214) of ampli-
fied region of our isolates corresponding to nucleotide
856–1282, were compared with reference sequences of
Clade I, to check/confirm presence of all respective
essential and conserved protein domains in this ampli-
fied region (Figure 4). All of the studied isolates express
CRPQ region at C-terminal end of L-HDAg. CRPQ resi-
dues are specific for clade I and used to differentiate
clade I from other clades of HDV [4,11]. This observa-
tion supports the phylogenetic outcome at the nucleo-
tide level which had placed the Pakistani isolates into
clade I.
It was also observed that the isolates which formed

the subgroup within clade I on phylogenetic analysis
specifically carry amino acid mutation/substitutions that
are unusual to clade I (Figure 4).

Discussion
The current study is the first phylogenetic analysis of
HDV isolates from Pakistan. This evolutionary analysis
places all of the studied isolates within the largest HDV
clade I. Majority of the Pakistani isolates form a phy-
letic subgroup that branches away from most clade I
isolates with a significant bootstrap and posterior prob-
ability value. This group is therefore more distant from
most clade I sequences, but interestingly is more close
to the clade I sequences from geographically distant
areas (Italy and USA). Within this group, three clusters
can be seen forming, one of which shows higher boot-
strap and posterior probability values (shown as Pak.
Group A) (Figures 2 and 3).
The region of interest in this study consists of several

fundamental functional sites such as RNA binding
domains (ARM region and HLH region), conserved
motif (PESPF) with phosphorylation site at S-177, epi-
tope protein, immunogenic region, clathrin box binding
domain, RNA editing or Amber/W site, farnesylation
site and isoprenylation site [2,8,9,11].
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of clade I pre-

dicted amino acid reference sequences and our sequences
highlighted some well-conserved regions as well as some
amino acid substitutions within critical regions of HDAg
protein. Among these fundamental sites, the regions
which are crucial for HDV survival including S-177, RNA
editing or Amber/W site, immunogenic region and iso-
prenylation site were found to be highly conserved. How-
ever, most of our isolates showed variations in RNA
binding domain composed of ARM and HLH region
while isolates forming subgroup also show variation in
the epitope (Glycine-Proline rich) region (Figure 4).
The MSA revealed that at positions 135 that lie within

the HLH region and at position 139 at the start of the
ARM region, very little or no variation was present in
the reference sequences. At position 142 of the ARM
region, amino acid K predominated in our strains while
E was the main residue in the reference strains. Simi-
larly, amino acid 148 at the beginning of the epitope
region of HDAg was more varied (S, Q and R) in our
strains whereas less variation was seen in the reference
sequences (Figure 4).
The potential subgroup named Pak. Isolate group A,

which became evident by the ML and Bayesian phylo-
gentic analysis at the nucleotide level showed some unu-
sual patterns of amino acid residues. Among the various
amino acid substitutions, the group shows few atypical
substitutions that stand out in the alignment. At amino
acid 131, the G residue was predominant in this group
while K residue was more frequent at this site in other
strains. In the HDAg protein epitope region, the amino



Figure 2 Phylogenetic Analysis of L-HDAg nucleotide sequences from position 856–1282 of isolates from Karachi, Pakistan and reference
sequences obtained from GenBank. The analysis was done using the Maximum Likelihood method using the General Time Reversible gamma
model, with bootstrap values (1000 replicates), shown next to the nodes of the tree. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA5.
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acid 148 in our sequence alignment showed that this
group invariably had R residue, while P was the more
frequent residue. Position 149 show residue V in the
subgroup consistently, while greater degree of
polymorphism was present in our other strains and the
reference strains. In the same region, at position 151,
residue D dominated in the subgroup while G was the
main amino acid in all other strains (Figure 4). Such



Figure 3 Phylogenetic Analysis of L-HDAg nucleotide sequences from position 856–1282 of isolates from Karachi, Pakistan and
reference sequences obtained from GenBank. The analysis was carried out using Bayesian method by applying the Markov Chain Monte Carlo
simulation using the software BEAST ver. 1.7.2. The values at the nodes of the tree show the posterior probabilities of the analysis.
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Figure 4 Multiple Alignment of C-terminal region of L-HDAg predicted protein for Pakistani Isolates and other included reference
strains of HDV-clade I. Dots indicates conserved amino acids, Motifs related to functional properties are labeled, and atypical amino acids
observed for L-HDAg of Pakistan Isolates are shown in shaded boxes.
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amino acid substitutions have not been reported for
HDV in other studies.
Our study clearly shows that most of the isolates

obtained from Karachi, Pakistan and its outskirts belong
to clade I. This result is in accordance with previous
study on HDV genotypic analysis of Pakistan [18]. The
clustering of sequences of some of our isolates may
point towards formation of a subgroup within clade I.
Moreover, the amino acid substitutions discussed above
lie in a critical region of HDAg involving RNA replica-
tion and packing. Such trends of amino acid substitu-
tions in critical regions of the virus merit further
investigation on a large scale supported by extensive
clinical studies in order to ascertain their influence on
the overall survivability and/or pathogenecity of the
virus. Such studies can also determine if these substitu-
tions are hallmark of the HDV strains of the region.

Conclusions
Phylogenetic analysis of viral genomic sequences can be
a forceful approach for the identification of transmission
chains in order to control viral epidemics. In our studied
isolates we observed a genetic diversity along with for-
mation of potential subgroup within clade I. As viral
hepatitis has taken an endemic form in the rural popula-
tion of Sindh province of Pakistan, it is suggested that
studies based on comprehensive demographic informa-
tion and phylogenetic analysis may lead to provide
further information about subgroup formation within
clade I. Such studies can be an effective tool in checking
and/or preventing the spread of hepatitis D virus
infection.

Methods
Sample collection and storage
A study was designed and carried out to determine gen-
otype variants of HDV isolates from the city of Karachi,
Pakistan and its outskirts. Whole blood samples were
obtained from 22 patients from the outpatient clinics of
Dow University of Health Sciences (DUHS). These
patients were diagnosed with chronic Hepatitis delta and
included 16 males (mean age 32) and 6 females (mean
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age 22). The sampling was carried out under the
approval of ethical committee of the institute. All the
procedures were explained to the patients and/or their
attendants and a written informed consent was obtained
for this study. A copy of the written consent is available
for review by the Editor-in-Chief of this journal.
About 5 cc of whole blood was collected from each

subject in yellow geltop tubes. Serum was separated
from whole blood by centrifugation of the geltop tubes
at 1200 rpm for 10 minutes. After centrifugation serum
was aliquoted and stored at −80°C. Related clinical para-
meters of patients regarding HBsAg, HBeAg and HCV
status is presented in Table 1. HBAgs and HCV were
evaluated by using an Enzyme –linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA kits, Diasorin S.p.A, Italy).

RNA extraction and reverse transcriptase PCR
Viral RNA was extracted from 140 μl of serum by using
QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germany). For
cDNA synthesis by reverse transcription, 10 μl extracted
RNA was mixed with 2 μl random primers (Fermentas)
and denatured at 70°C for 10 minutes. To the denatured
RNA/random primer, 8U AMV Reverse Transcriptase,
(Fermentas), 25U RNAse inhibitor (Fermentas), 2.5 mM
Table 1 Related parameters of hosts (patients) which were th

Host (patient) Sample ID. GenBank Accession No Age

DOWKIB336 JN798530 50

DOWKIB359 JN798531 12

DOWKIB306 JN798532 36

DOWKIB262 JN798533 40

DOWKIB331 JN798534 45

DOWKIB300 JN798535 38

DOWKIB335 JN798536 18

DOWKIB319 JN798537 40

DOWKIB320 JN798538 24

DOWKIB318 JN798539 26

DOWKIB326 JN798540 35

DOWKIB342 JN798541 45

DOWKIB314 JN798542 18

DOWKIB323 JN798543 14

DOWKIB339 JN798544 24

DOWKIB313 JN798545 45

DOWKIB327 JN798546 20

DOWKIB328 JN798547 18

DOWKIB357 JN798548 34

DOEKIB 362 JN798549 21

DOWKIB309 JN798551 30

DOWKIB333 JN798552 25

* normal range 10 – 40 IU/L
dNTPs (Fermentas) was added in a final reaction volume
20 μl. The reaction was then incubated at 42°C for 90
minutes [17,18].

Primer designing
Pair of outer and inner primers containing both forward
and reverse primers for first and second round was
designed by using the web-based software Primer 3 [19].
(Table 2) represents the name, position, and sequences
of designed primers.

RT-Nested PCR
One fourth of the synthesized cDNA was used to
amplify the HDAg region extending from (856-1282 bp)
by Nested PCR. The first round reaction mixture con-
tained 2 μl each of 20 μM Round-1 forward and reverse
primer, 0.5 μl (2.5U) of Taq DNA polymerase, (Fermen-
tas), 2.5 μl of 10X PCR buffer and 1 μl of 10 mM dNTPs
(Fermentas) in a total reaction volume of 25 μl. The
reaction mix was cycled 94°C for 1 minutes (one cycle),
94°C for 1 minute, 55°C for 1 minutes, 72°C for 1 min-
ute (35 cycles) and 72°C for 10 minutes (one cycle).
After completion of the first round of amplification, 4

μl of first round amplified PCR product was transferred
e source of the isolated HDV virus

Sex HCV HBsAg/HBeAg status ALT (IU/L)*

M No +/− 117

M No +/− 94

M No +/− 88

M No +/− 111

M No +/− 78

M No +/− 65

M No +/− 106

M No +/− 59

F No +/− 127

F No +/− 113

F No +/− 101

M No +/− 74

F No +/− 134

F No +/− 98

M No +/− NA

M No +/− 72

F No +/− 67

M No +/− 127

M No +/− NA

M No +/− 63

M No +/− NA

M No +/− 82



Table 2 HDV Primer sequences used for Reverse-
Transcription Nested PCR

Primer Name Primer Sequence; 5 - 3 Position on the
HDV Genome

Round-1 HDV-1 FOR TCCCTTAGCCATCCGAGTGGAC 819 - 840

HDV-1 REV AGGGTTCACCGACAAGGAGAGG 1303 - 1285

Round-2 HDV-2 FOR GGATGCCCAGGTCGGACCG 856 - 875

HDV-2 REV AAGGAAGGCCCTCGAGAACAAG 1282 - 1257
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to a new reaction tube for the second round of amplifi-
cation. The second round nested fragment was amplified
under the same conditions described for the first round
of amplification [17,18].
Second round amplicons were resolved and screened

using 2% agarose gel electrophoresis method. All PCR
reactions were performed with appropriate negative con-
trols to avoid any false positive results.
PCR-RFLP genotyping
In order to analyze genetic variants of HDV strains,
reverse transcriptase nested PCR amplified DNA pro-
duct of second round was digested with the appropriate
restriction enzyme. The reaction mix contained 5 μl of
the amplified product in 1X restriction enzyme buffer
with 2U SmaI (Fermentas) restriction enzyme, in a total
volume 20 μl. The reaction mixture was then incubated
overnight at 37°C and digested products were resolved
by electrophoresis on a 3% agarose gel [17,18].
DNA sequencing
All nested PCR fragments were purified by PCR cleanup
system (Bioneer, Daejeon, Korea) and sent for commer-
cial sequencing. Each PCR products were sequenced in
both forward and reverse directions using the Round-2
forward and reverse PCR primers. Sequencing was car-
ried out using the Genetic Analyzer ABI 3300, (Applied
Biosystem), at the Centre for Applied Molecular biology
CAMB, Lahore, Pakistan. Sequence data of twenty two
samples was submitted to the NCBI GenBank and are
available as accession numbers JN798530 to JN798549,
JN798551 and JN798552.
Nucleotide sequence analysis
Twenty six nucleotide sequences of HDAg coding (R0)
region were obtained from GenBank to use as reference
sequences, for phylogenetic analysis. The DNA sequences
were chosen such that they represented the eight clades of
HDV, with more sequences belonging to clade I. Twelve
sequences belonged to clade I while fourteen belonged to
clade II to clade VIII.
Phylogenetic analysis
First, a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) was carried
out for all C-terminal L-HDAg coding DNA sequences
using ClustalW2 function of MEGA software version 5.0
(MEGA 5) [20]. The MSA included sequences from the
new HDV isolates and reference sequences from Gen-
Bank. The default gap opening penalty (GOP) of 15 and
gap extension penalty (GEP) of 6.66 were used. The
MSA was then checked and edited manually for any
inconsistency in the homologous alignment, using the
alignment explorer window of MEGA 5. The program
jModeltest version 0.1.1 [21] was used to determine the
nucleotide substitution model and parameters that best
fitted the dataset according to Akaike Information Cri-
terion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).
The general time reversible model with gamma distribu-
tion (GTR+G) was then used to create a maximum like-
lihood (ML) tree using MEGA 5.0, with bootstrap
resampling (1000 replicates) in order to confirm reliabil-
ity of phylogenetic tree. A Bayesian phylogenetic ana-
lyses (using GTR+G model) was also done by applying
Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation using the soft-
ware BEAST v.1.7.2 [22]. The MCMC chain ran for 10
million states and sampled every 1000 states, with 10%
burn-in. The results were examined in the software Tra-
cer v1.5 [23], which showed an effective sample size
(ESS) of >300 indicating a better convergence of all
parameters. The maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree
was obtained by using TreeAnnotator in the BEAST
package [22]. Trees were visualized using the FigTree
v1.3.1 program [24].
Amino acid sequence analysis
For amino acid sequence analysis, the twenty two
nucleotide sequences of the local isolates were translated
by using ExPasy online tool [25]. The predicted amino
acid sequences from the twelve clade I nucleotide
sequences used in the phylogenetic analysis were
obtained from GenBank. Multiple sequence alignments
of the 34 amino acid sequences were performed using
ClustalW2 function of MEGA 5, in order to delineate
the consensus sequences. The predicted protein
sequence of the nucleotide sequence AF008354.1 (shown
as USA in Figure 4), was chosen as a base reference for
the amino acid MSA due to its closeness with most of
our isolates in the nucleotide phylogenetic tree.
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